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ABSTRACT
Artificial Intelligence (AI) is increasingly used to build Decision

Support Systems (DSS) across many domains. This paper describes

a series of experiments designed to observe human response to

different characteristics of a DSS such as accuracy and bias, par-

ticularly the extent to which participants rely on the DSS, and the

performance they achieve.

In our experiments, participants play a simple online game in-

spired by so-called “wildcat” (i.e., exploratory) drilling for oil. The

landscape has two layers: a visible layer describing the costs (ter-

rain), and a hidden layer describing the reward (oil yield). The final

score of a participant is computed as rewards minus costs. Partic-

ipants in the control group play the game without receiving any

assistance, while in treatment groups they are assisted by a DSS

suggesting places to drill. For certain treatments, the DSS does not

consider costs, but only rewards, which introduces a bias that is

observable by users. Between subjects, we vary the accuracy and

bias of the DSS, and observe the participants’ total score, time to

completion, the extent to which they follow or ignore suggestions.

We also measure the acceptability of the DSS in an exit survey.

Our results show that participants tend to score better with the

DSS, that the score increase is due to users following the DSS advice,

and related to the difficulty of the game and the accuracy of the

DSS. We observe that this setting elicits mostly rational behavior

from participants, who place a moderate amount of trust in the

DSS and show neither algorithmic aversion (under-reliance) nor

automation bias (over-reliance). However, their stated willingness

to accept the DSS in the exit survey seems less sensitive to the

accuracy of the DSS than their behavior, suggesting that users are

only partially aware of the (lack of) accuracy of the DSS. The game

constitutes a research platform intentionally designed to study

decision support in the absence of pre-existing expertise, which

makes it an interesting model for studying algorithmic reliance.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing → User studies; • Computing
methodologies→Machine learning algorithms.

KEYWORDS
Human-AI interaction, AI

Figure 1: Experiment interface. The terrain is represented by
green (forest) and brown (desert) cells. The user has drilled
in the cells in black, and a recommendation from the DSS
(in yellow) is shown.

1 INTRODUCTION
Decision support systems based on artificial intelligence are in-

creasingly being deployed in a variety of real-world scenarios

[6, 23, 30, 33]. Typically, these deployments involve a moderate

level of automation [8] in which a human is in charge of making

the final decision based on some inputs, including a Decision Sup-

port System (DSS). Indeed, in some contexts, that a human makes

the final decision when using a decision support system might

increasingly become a legal mandate.
1

The process of incorporating the input from a DSS is a complex

cognitive task, considering that in many domains machines are still

far from achieving perfect accuracy. Users have to navigate between

the traps of algorithmic aversion [10] and automation bias [8],

respectively characterized by under- and over-reliance on the DSS.

Several authors have studied and tested methods to increase user

trust in machine predictions [2]; however, eliciting more trust might

not be the best way to combine human and machine intelligence.

Arguably, the ideal scenario is one in which users follow the advice

of the DSS when it is correct and ignore it when it is wrong.

We study how key characteristics of a decision support system

impact the decisions made. To do this, we designed an online game,

depicted in Figure 1. It consists of a 32x32 board representing a map

having green (“forest”) and brown (“desert”) cells. Players have to

“drill” for oil by clicking on a cell, and obtain a score equal to the oil

1
See, e.g., Article 22 of the EU General Data Protection Regulation.
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yield of that cell, which is revealed only after clicking, minus the

“environmental cost,” which is zero for desert cells, but non-zero

for forest cells. The hidden oil profile is independent of the terrain

map, and is such that neighboring cells offer a similar reward. The

goal of the participants is to maximize the score after a series of

25 rounds (clicks) in each of three maps having different levels

of difficulty. Participants in our control group do not receive any

assistance, while those in various treatment groups are assisted by

decision support systems of varying levels of accuracy and bias.

Research question. Our main research question is how do the
characteristics of a decision support system impact human perfor-
mance, time to completion, and reliance? We address this research

question experimentally.

Our contribution.We release the design and implementation of

a platform to study the stated research question. As a limitation

(discussed on §7), the platform does not simulate a high-stakes

scenario. However, it allows studying common elements of human

interaction with a DSS, as it does not require prior knowledge from

participants. In this platform, researchers can vary the problem

difficulty and the accuracy of the decision support system, and

introduce bias in the recommendations in a manner that is visible

to participants. The platform records all interactions, generating a

wealth of data including player’s performance, timing, and reliance

on the decision support system both implicitly (by observing clicks)

and explicitly (by an exit survey).

We describe a series of experiments, approved by our Ethics Re-

view Board, and involving over 400 participants recruited via crowd-

sourcing. These experiments uncover what we consider mostly

rational behavior. For instance, participants rely on the decision

support system to an extent that is well-aligned with its accuracy.

This paper is organized as follows:We overview related work (§2)

before describing the methodology (§3) and experimental design

(§4). Then, we review the obtained results (§5) and discuss the

general findings (§6). Finally, we discuss the limitations of our

approach and future work (§7).

2 RELATEDWORK
The literature on decision support is vast; in this section, we overview

research on Decision Support Systems (DSS) that provides context

for our work (§2.1), particularly research on trust and reliance on

DSS (§2.2), and on the influence of DSS accuracy on reliance (§2.3).

2.1 Decision Support Systems (DSS)
Decision-making is an essential activity that involves facing choices,

often in the presence of uncertainty [7]. It is also a complex cogni-

tive process that depends on interpreting large amounts of infor-

mation, evaluating the possible consequences of the decision to be

made [8]. The goals of deploying a DSS to assist human decision-

making typically include improving the quality or accuracy of de-

cisions, reducing subjectivity, reducing costs, and increasing the

efficiency of a decision-making process [18, 27].

An important characteristic of a DSS is its degree of autonomy

with respect to human decision makers [8]. A high level of automa-

tion, e.g., a DSS that can automatically implement its recommenda-

tions, can be useful in scenarios where the workload is high and the

DSS can correctly make decisions in a reliable manner, helping to

reduce workload [2]. A lower level of automation, e.g., a DSS that

only recommends a choice but does not act upon it, might be less

useful in some scenarios, but can also help human decision-makers

detect failures or errors in the DSS [40].

One of the most challenging aspects of implementing a DSS

is that humans embed values, biases, and assumptions in their

decision-making without acknowledging the ambiguity, incom-

pleteness, and uncertainty that are part of this process. Hence, there

can be misalignment or complete lack of alignment between the

recommendations of a DSS and what humans would choose [5, 41].

2.2 Trust and Reliance on Decision Support
Multiple studies from different disciplines have been carried out

to understand which factors affect human trust and reliance on a

DSS. Some controlled user studies indicate that participants tend to

exhibit automation bias, i.e., a tendency to follow the DSS even in

cases in which they could have made better decisions by ignoring

it [3, 11, 39]. Other controlled user studies have uncovered algorith-
mic aversion, i.e., a tendency to distrust the recommendations of a

DSS, or a rapid drop in confidence on an algorithmically-supported

DSS after seeing it make a mistake, which would not have been

of the same magnitude if the decision support were offered by a

human [10].

In general, the trust that users place in an automated system

is affected by contextual, cultural, and societal factors [28]. Trust
in this case is a complex construct that depends on the interplay

of the users’ disposition to the system, the situation in which the

interaction happens, and what the users can learn about the system.

Reliance, on the other hand, is more narrowly defined as compliance

with an automation’s recommendation [19]. The extent to which

trust determines reliance on a system is also subject to influences

such as the complexity of the situation, its novelty, the degree of

decisional freedom of the user, and whether s/he can compare the

performance of automated and manual decisions [19].

In general, decision-makers consider the guidance of a DSS rela-

tive to the information context in which it is provided. Hence, they

may deviate from the DSS suggestions for different reasons, includ-

ing their own biases, preferences, and deviating objectives [14, 22,

31, 38]. For instance, some user studies suggest that experienced

decision-makers in a given domain are less inclined to follow algo-

rithmic suggestions, and rely more on their own cognitive processes

[17, 36].

2.3 Effects of DSS Accuracy
While a DSS does not have to be perfectly accurate for it to be

useful [1], better decisions can be made if decision-makers can rely

more on a more accurate DSS than on a less accurate DSS. Some

user studies indeed have shown that humans rely on machine pre-

dictions more when they are correct than when they are incorrect

[24]. However, in other user studies participants have consistently

followed incorrect recommendations even for tasks they perform

well [39]; or have failed to correctly evaluate the accuracy of the

DSS and their own accuracy, and hence have not been able to adapt

their reliance on the DSS to its performance [15, 16]. In general,

perceiving the accuracy of a DSS is easier when DSS errors are

consistent and deterministic, and when there is a simple boundary
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separating cases in which the DSS is correct from cases in which

the DSS is incorrect [4].

Inferences about the accuracy of a DSS might be influenced not

only by the correctness of the recommendations, in cases where

humans can to some extent directly observe correctness, but also

by the information provided by the DSS [24]. For instance, simply

stating that a DSS is accurate can increase reliance on it, up to a

point; however, the effect of these statements is weaker than direct

observation of correct recommendations by users [44]. Similarly,

displaying a confidence score accompanying each recommendation

or prediction of a DSS has been shown to increase willingness

to rely on these recommendations, when the confidence score is

high [46]; however, in other user studies even when informing

users that the DSS has low confidence in a recommendation, users

have followed it [39].

We build upon previous work by studying a common interac-

tion sequence with a DSS: (1) the environment provides an input,

(2) a DSS recommends an action, (3) the human makes a decision,

and (4) the environment returns a reward [3]. We provide a simple

yet expressive scenario for which no prior experience from the

participants is required. With few exceptions (e.g., [39]) studies

on the interaction of AI with human decision making do not ex-

periment with task difficulty, and in contrast with most previous

work (e.g., [3, 11, 15, 24, 29, 44]), the systems we consider are less

accurate than humans acting alone. To the best of our knowledge,

ours is the first study that considers different levels of bias in the

decision support.

3 METHODOLOGY
In this section we describe the details of our methodology. We first

present an overview of our methodology (§3.1) and the platform we

designed to perform our experiments (§3.2); then we describe the

independent and dependent variables we take into consideration

in our experiments (§3.3).

3.1 Overview
Our methodology is experimental and based on a simple yet expres-

sive game, depicted in Figure 1. The game, inspired by “Wildcat

Wells” [32] and described in §3.2, has several characteristics that

make it appropriate for this research, including that (i) it is simple,

(ii) does not require training or prior experience, (iii) uses a ran-

dom game generator, (iv) provides fine-grained control over game

difficulty, and (v) naturally lends itself to decision support.

We first perform a simple experiment without any decision sup-

port system, in which we randomly generate a set of maps and

select three maps that (according to the scores users obtain) are

labeled respectively as easy, medium, and hard. Then, we experi-

ment with these three maps by providing machine assistance in the

form of a recommendation on where to click next, varying param-

eters such as the accuracy of the decision support or the amount

of observable bias it might have. We also include an exit survey in

which we ask questions related to algorithmic reliance.

Participants are recruited through a crowdsourcing platform

specialized in research
2
and paid above the platform-recommended

fee of 7.5 GBP per hour of work.

2
Prolific (https://prolific.co/)

3.2 Platform
This section describes the platform we designed and implemented

to conduct experiments.
3

User interface. The interface is a web application composed of five

screens: (i) informed consent, (ii) demographic questions, (iii) tuto-

rial, (iv) game, and (v) survey. The informed consent form explains

the purpose, duration, risks and benefits of the experiment, and asks

for explicit consent to participate. Then, users are asked optional

socio-demographic questions: (i) gender including male, female,

and other; (ii) age bracket in five years increments; (iii) country of

residence; (iv) level of education; and (v) professional background.

Then, a short tutorial is shown to explain the gameplay.

The core portion of the experiment is the game, which consists of

three maps shown in random ordering. Each of the three maps has a

different level of difficulty: “easy”, “medium”, or “hard”. These maps

were selected from a collection of candidate maps generated using

Perlin-noise [35] random generators for the terrain and oil profile.

The selection was performed through a preliminary experiment

in which participants were asked to play the game without any

assistance, as we explain in §4.1.

In each 32x32 map, the game proceeds in 25 rounds, i.e., allowing

the user to click on 25 of the 1,024 cells. The total score of a user

is income minus costs. The income is the combined “oil” yield of

the 25 selected cells, which remains hidden until the cell is clicked.

The cost is a fixed “environmental cost” multiplied by the number

of “forest” cells that are drilled; “desert” cells have zero cost.

During the game, the platform records the time required to com-

plete the tutorial and each game, as well as a timestamped record

of all user interactions, including the recommendations that are

generated and the cells that are clicked.

Decision support system. To assist users when making the deci-

sion on where to click, we provide a Machine Learning (ML) based

Decision Support System. The DSS is trained by performing a num-

ber of random “test drills” to try to reconstruct the hidden oil profile.

The DSS uses an ML model based on a Lasso model fit with Least

Angle Regression (LARS) [12]; it corresponds to a Linear Model

trained with an L1 prior as regularizer. Two dimensions of the DSS

that we control during the experiment are accuracy and bias.
Accuracy. We use a setting where three versions of the DSS

are generated with respectively high, medium, and low accuracy.

The high accuracy DSS is based on an ML model trained with 20

randomly selected points, and recommends a randomly chosen

cell among those predicted to have a revenue in the top 20%. The

medium and low accuracy DSS simply generate a high accuracy

recommendation and add to it circular two-dimensional Gaussian

noise with ` = 0 and either 𝜎2 = 3 (small variance) or 𝜎2 = 20

(large variance). The units for 𝜎 are cells; remember each side of the

map measures 32 cells. The medium accuracy DSS adds the small

variance noise with probability 80% and the large variance noise

with probability 20%. The low accuracy DSS adds the small vari-

ance noise with probability 20% and the large variance noise with

probability 80%. These parameters are set experimentally through

preliminary tests to induce a situation in which the performance of

3
All of the code of the experimental platform will be released as free/open-source

software with the camera-ready version of this paper.
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the model is not immediately obvious. Nevertheless, participants

react to the accuracy of the DSS, as we describe in §5.

Bias.We experiment with two versions of the DSS, one provid-

ing biased predictions, and another one providing unbiased ones.

To create the biased predictions in a manner that was visible by

participants, we train the biased DSS to optimize only for income,

i.e., ignoring the “environmental cost.” We communicate bias to

users, when present, by stating that the recommendation takes into

account only the oil yield, but disregards the costs. In the unbiased

scenario, the DSS is trained to optimize income minus cost. In the

low-bias scenario, the DSS ignores (does not consider it during the

learning phase) an environmental cost of 20% of the maximum oil

yield. In the high-bias scenario, the DSS ignores a cost that is 40%

of the maximum oil yield.

A sequence of recommendations is pre-computed so that users

get similar recommendations during their games. The only differ-

ence they might experience is that recommendations do not suggest

cells that have already been clicked.

3.3 Experiment variables
In this section, we describe the set of independent and dependent
variables that we identified for our experiment. The first type of

variables are controlled and changed during our experimentation

in order to observe their effect on the dependent variables to be

measured (e.g., the user’s performance). In general, any change in

the independent variables may cause a change in the dependent

variables.

Independent Variables. As independent variables we take into

consideration three levels of map difficulty (easy, medium, or hard),

and conditions with and without decision support. When decision

support is present, we also consider its accuracy (low, medium, or

high) and bias (absent, low, or high).

Dependent Variables. The key dependent variable is each par-

ticipant’s score, which is computed by adding the income minus

cost across the three maps. Additionally, we measure the time to
complete the three maps, and we ask participants which of the three

maps they perceive as the most difficult.

We measure reliance in two ways: implicit and explicit. Implicitly,

we measure the distance between the selected cell and the provided

recommendation for each play; we interpret a short distance as

more reliance. Explicitly, we use a technology acceptance survey

proposed by Hoffman et al. [20]. This survey has 8 questions that

are answered on a Likert scale (1-5). The questions, which can be

found in Supplementary Material A, address the confidence, trust,

predictability, reliability, and safety of the DSS. A score close to the

maximum (40 points) indicates a high level of acceptance of the

DSS, while a score close to the minimum (0 points) indicates low

acceptance.

4 EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
In this section we first describe the preliminary experiment used to

select the three maps with different difficulty levels (§4.1); then, we

provide the details on the setting of our main experiments (§4.2).

4.1 Map Selection Experiment
We used a crowdsourcing-based experiment to select three maps

with different levels of difficulty. In particular, for this experiment,

we generated 10 candidate maps composed of a terrain profile plus

an oil yield profile. All maps were generated with equal param-

eters for the Perlin-noise generators [35]. In particular, we used

the following parameters for the generator of each of the profiles:

The terrain profile generator uses octaves= 9, persistence= 0.5 and

lacunarity= 20, where as the oil yield generator was parametrized

with: octaves= 1, persistence= 1 and lacunarity= 1. This selection of

parameters yields higher surface roughness for the terrain profiles

and less surface roughness for the oil profiles.
4

A total of 120 crowdsourcing workers, 15 per map, participated in

this phase. While examining the gameplay traces (score per round),

we noticed in some maps a high percentage of users that started

with a high score. We called this class of participants “luckers” and

used the proportion of these to decide which map to select; maps

with a higher proportion of “luckers” correspond to overly simple

maps.

We first selected the two maps with a lower percentage of “luck-

ers”. The map with the lowest average score was considered ‘hard”

and the other “medium” in terms of difficulty. Among the rest of

the maps, we selected an “easy” map at random among the ones

in which users had the highest scores; this map has a single global

optimum in the oil yield profile, and this optimum is located in a

deserted area, which means users do not need to consider costs

when “drilling”. Figure 2 depicts the terrain and oil yield of the

three selected maps.

Figure 2: Selected easy, medium, and hard maps, displaying
terrain (top) and oil yield distribution (bottom). The terrain
is visible to participants; green cells represent forest, and
yellow cells represent desert. The oil yield is hidden; darker
shades indicate higher yield.

The distribution of scores that we observed was aligned with

map difficulty, as we show in Figure 3 (§5.1). User perceptions of

difficulty were also aligned with these choices, as in the exit survey

when asked which one they considered to be the easiest map, the

“easy” map was selected by 59% of participants, the “medium” by

23% of them, and the “hard” by the remaining 18%.

4
Examples of maps generated with different ranges of parameters for the Perlin-noise

generator will be available in our code release with the camera-ready version of this

paper.
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Environmental cost Biased DSS Unbiased DSS

20 (low cost) LB LU

40 (high cost) HB HU

Table 1: Experimental conditions, with “L” representing low
cost of drilling a forest cell, and “H” representing high cost.
LB and HB correspond to cost-unaware decision support,
which yields biased suggestions. LU and HU correspond to
cost-aware decision support.

4.2 Main Experiments
Control group. The control group received no machine assistance.

Users played the three maps in random order. In total, we gathered

data from 27 control group participants, testing at least three times

each of the six possible map orderings.

Treatment groups. All the treatment groups received help from

a DSS. Here, we consider conditions combining a level of accuracy

of the DSS (high, medium, or low) as described in §3.2, with the

presence or absence of bias and the amount of potential bias, as

described in Table 1. This produced 36 (6 possible map orderings

× 6 possible orderings of the DSS by levels of accuracy) possible

experimental units; each one was completed by at least three dif-

ferent participants. In total, 435 participants played 1,305 games.

Unique participants were recruited for each experiment separately.

5 RESULTS
In this section, we analyze under different experimental conditions

the obtained score (§5.1), the time to complete the task (§5.2), and

the reliance of participants on the DSS (§5.3).

5.1 Score
In this section, we observe how the score obtained by participants

changes under various conditions.

Map Difficulty and Decision Support. We compare the score

obtained by participants with machine assistance with respect to

the control group, to understand whether the presence of a DSS

improves performance or not.

Figure 3 shows the score distribution in each of the three maps,

with and without machine assistance. In this and the following

figures, scores are presented per play (click), and the maximum

score is 100, which is the maximum oil yield. Median scores per

play obtained using the DSS in the easy, medium, and hard maps

are respectively 88, 71, and 62 points. Without using the DSS, these

scores are respectively 80, 66, and 61 points. Using a t-test we

observe that the increase in score due to machine assistance is

statistically significant at 𝑝 < 0.0001 for the easy and medium map,

and at 𝑝 < 0.05 for the hard map.

Decision Support Quality and Bias. We evaluate the perfor-

mance obtained with each level of accuracy and condition of bias of

the DSS, to understand the impact that these model characteristics

might have on the obtained score.

Figure 4 compares the distribution of scores that the DSS systems

would obtain on their own (remember the DSS recommendations

are randomized), against the scores obtained by participants with

Figure 3: Distribution of scores in the three maps (easy,
medium, hard), without machine assistance (left) and with
machine assistance (right). In statistical significance tests,
“ns” stands for no significance, and asterisks significance at:
* (𝑝 < 0.05), ** (𝑝 < 0.01), *** (𝑝 < 0.001), **** (𝑝 < 0.0001).

the help of the DSS. From the figure, it is evident that the accuracy of

the decision support system impacts the score, with more accurate

systems inducing a better score. Median scores per play obtained by

participants across all three maps using the DSS are 70, 75, and 77

points using the low, medium, and high accuracy DSS respectively.

These scores are higher than what this DSS would obtain on its

own: 33, 48, and 74 points respectively. Differences are statistically

significant at 𝑝 < 0.0001 for the low and medium accuracy case,

and at 𝑝 < 0.001 for the high accuracy case.

Furthermore, participants on their own outperform the DSS in

every map, as we mentioned they obtain 80, 66, and 61 points

respectively for the easy, medium, and hard maps; in contrast, the

median scores obtained by even the high-accuracy DSS are 69, 65,

and 60 points respectively (figure omitted for brevity). The median

scores obtained by the medium-accuracy DSS and low-accuracy

DSS are even lower.

Figure 4: Score distribution by DSS quality. We compare the
score obtained by human participants with machine assis-
tance and the score that the machine would obtain.

Next, we consider differences in performance due to bias. We

introduced a bias that is visible to participants by providing a biased

DSS that considers only the reward but not the cost. In contrast, the

5



unbiased DSS considers the costs. We considered two conditions of

high terrain cost and low terrain cost (see Table 1).

Figure 5 shows the score distributions under the four studied

conditions. These results suggest there are some variations in score

distributions, but there is no consistent increase or decrease in the

median score. Under the low-cost condition, the unbiased DSS leads

to an average score per play of 75 points, while the biased DSS leads

to a score of 74 points. Under the high-cost condition, the unbiased

DSS leads to a median score of 74 points, while the biased DSS to

71 points. The difference is statistically significant in the low cost

condition (𝑝 < 0.0001), but not in the high cost condition (𝑝 > 0.05).

Figure 5: Score distribution using a biased DSS or an
unbiased one, for the low (LB vs LU) and high cost (HB vs
HU) conditions.

In Supplementary Material B we perform an analysis per map

and per cost condition, observing that the unbiased DSS leads to

higher scores in almost all cases, with the exception of the medium-

difficulty map in the high-condition cost.

Probability of Bad Plays.We now examine the extent to which

the DSS might prevent users from clicking on low-scoring cells,

to understand whether the DSS,under various experimental condi-

tions, helps the user avoid these clicks.

The distributions shown in Figure 3 suggest that the increase in

performance due to the DSS is, at least in part, due to a decrease in

the probability of obtaining a low score. To study this hypothesis,

we define a “bad play” as a click on a cell with a score lower than

the median in a map. Figure 6 shows that the DSS reduces the

probability of bad plays, and that the reduction is in general larger

when the DSS is more accurate, particularly in the medium and

hard maps.

Figure 6: Probability of “bad plays” (belowmedian score) un-
der different DSS accuracy.

Figure 7 show that unbiased DSS (LU and HU conditions) reduce

more the chances of a bad play than the biased DSS (LB and HB).

Figure 7: Probability of “bad plays” (belowmedian score) un-
der different conditions of DSS bias. HB and HU are biased
and unbiased DSS, respectively, in the high cost condition.
LB and LU correspond to the low cost condition.

Map Ordering and Learning Effects. We study how the score

per click obtained by participants changes as they play the game,

and we observe it increases in general, which we interpret as a

learning effect. We do this first across maps/games and then within

a map/game.

The experiments are designed so that players play three games

in a row, with the three maps shown in random order. Players, in

general, improve their performance as they gain experience. In all

maps, the scores participants obtain when the map is in the third

position are higher than the scores they obtain when the map is

in the first position (figure omitted for brevity). On average, in

maps played in the first position participants obtain an average

median score of 69 points whereas, in maps played in the third

position, participants obtain an average median score of 79 points.

We use a Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) two-sample test to compare

them, finding that obtained differences between score distributions

are statistically significant (𝑝 < 0.0001) in each map.

We can also compute a learning curve for each user by concate-

nating the scores they obtain in each play and in each map, i.e.,

games are characterized as a time series composed of the times-

tamps and scores obtained for each of the 25 plays from each game.

To understand these learning curves, we follow a clustering-based

approach that has been shown to be useful for examining learning

behavior [34]. This approach uses Dynamic Time Warping (DTW)

to compute distances and construct a similarity matrix where values

express the level of similarity between each pair of games. Using a

Relaxed Minimum Spanning Tree (RMST), we prune the weakest

similarities and then use Markov Stability [9, 25] to obtain clusters

of games with similar temporal behaviors. Between the produced

multi-scale clustering, we use the one that yields a lower number

of clusters.

Figure 8 describes the centroids of the obtained clustering, com-

posed of 4 clusters. This figure suggests that all users tend to im-

prove their score as their progress, and that this improvement is to

a large extent dependent on their initial scores.

Exploration and exploitation behavior. Finally, we consider the
extent to which exploration/exploitation behavior may be affected

by experimental conditions.

This game requires participants to balance exploration, i.e., seek-
ing new high-yield areas, and exploitation, i.e., reaping the rewards

from high-yield areas already found. This behavior is, to some ex-

tent, observable. Two consecutive clicks near each other can be

interpreted as exploitation, while consecutive clicks far from each

6



Figure 8: Centroids of clusters illustrating how the average
score per play increases as players learn during each game.

other can be interpreted as exploration. We are particularly inter-

ested in the extent to which these happen in the presence of a DSS,

and on whether they are fruitful in the sense of leading to high-

score plays. Figure 9 compares the euclidean distance between two

consecutive clicks (in the X-axis) and the obtained score (in the

Y-axis). For clarity, we group distances and scores. We observe that

exploration (third column, “far”) often leads to low scores, while

exploitation (first column, “near”) often leads to high scores.

Figure 9: Exploration/exploitation behavior and perfor-
mance. We associate clicks near each other (first column)
with exploitation, and clicks far from each other (third col-
umn) with exploration. Values indicate percentage of plays.

Examining the score profile of several games, we observe that

many participants spend the initial plays locating high-yield areas,

and then switch to exploiting those. Comparing the proportion of

exploration/exploitation behaviour described in Figure 9 with that

obtained without the DSS (figure omitted for brevity), we do not

find significant differences. Both matrices differ by less than 0.02 in

terms of RMSE (Root-Mean-Square Error). Furthermore, we do not

observe statistically significant differences in the performance of a

given type of play (near/medium/far click). Binomial tests focused

on determining whether the probability of obtaining a high score

changes for a given click distance, between the no-DSS and the DSS

conditions, yield p-values larger than 0.05. This suggests that the

DSS does not lead to a change in strategy by making participants

morewilling to explore ormorewilling to exploit, but insteadmakes

both exploration and exploitation more efficient, proportionally.

5.2 Time
In this section, we evaluate the completion time across games.

For games played without a DSS, we measured a completion

time of 37 ± 18 seconds (average and standard deviation) per map.

Given there are 25 rounds, this means users click on a cell roughly

once every 1.5 seconds. In games with the DSS, the completion time

was 55 ± 40 seconds per map. This corresponds to about one cell

clicked every 2.2 seconds. It is clear that the DSS induces a longer

completion time, about 50% longer. The distribution of completion

times is shown in Figure 10, where we also observe that completion

time is in general correlated with map difficulty, and harder maps

take longer to complete.

Figure 10: Completion time distribution by map. For repre-
sentation purposes, outlier games taking more than 100 sec-
onds have been removed.

5.3 Reliance on Machine Assistance
In this section, we use to approaches to measure the extent to which

participants are willing to rely on the DSS.

In the implicit approach, we measure the distance between the

recommended point and the cell selected by the user. This is de-

picted in Figure 11. Users seem to correctly account for the accuracy

of the system and rely less on the low accuracy DSS than on the

medium or high accuracy DSS. Indeed, in the low accuracy condi-

tion, after the initial play users basically ignore the DSS – note that

the expected distance between two randomly-chosen points in a

32 × 32 square
5
is approximately 0.52 · 32 = 16.6, which is close

to what we observe in this condition. In contrast, in the medium

accuracy condition and particularly in the high accuracy condition,

they tend to click closer to the recommended point.

We also ask users to tell us explicitly their acceptance of the

DSS by using the Technology Acceptance Survey described in §3.3,

which yields a score between 0 (complete rejection) and 40 (com-

plete acceptance). Results, shown in Figure 12, indicate that most

users have an intermediate level of acceptance (20-30 points out

of 40) and median acceptance differs by less than 5 points across

accuracy conditions. However, high acceptance is more likely in

the high and medium accuracy conditions than in the low accu-

racy condition, and differences in the distribution of acceptance are

statistically significant at 𝑝 < 0.01.

5
Analytically, in a unit square this is

(
2 +

√
2 + 5 ln

(√
2 + 1

))
/15 ≈ 0.52140 . . .
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Figure 11: Average distance between recommendation and
selected cell by model quality. The horizontal line (E) is the
expected distance between two random points in a 32x32
grid

Figure 12: Results of the exit survey on technology accep-
tance, by DSS accuracy.

6 DISCUSSION
Our research question was “How do the characteristics of a decision
support system impact human performance, time to completion, and
reliance?”

First, we observe that the platform and the experiments we

designed allow experimentation on the stated variables, as par-

ticipants respond in an observable manner to aspects such as the

accuracy and bias of the received support. We also observe that com-

pleting a game does not take much time, and that all participants

seem to learn how to increase their score after a few interactions.

The decision support we provide, when operating on its own, has

lower performance than an average human participant; however,

the combination of human and machine intelligence in this game

can outperform both the machine and the human acting on their

own.

Second, our experimental results suggest that, in this context,

to a large extent participants behave rationally with respect to

the accuracy of the DSS. Despite us intentionally adding noise to

the DSS recommendations, participants respond to the average

accuracy of the DSS, following more closely the high accuracy DSS

than the medium accuracy DSS, and to a large extent ignoring the

low accuracy DSS. This result is aligned with previous work in

which participants correctly calibrated their reliance according to

DSS accuracy (e.g., [43, 45]).

Third, participants’ response to the presence of bias in this DSS

is found to be small and inconsistent, as they obtain slightly higher

scores with the unbiased DSS in the presence of low cost but slightly

lower scores with the unbiased DSS when the cost is higher. It

might be possible that a larger bias might lead to a more directly

observable effect, but we remark that the high cost, biased condition

introduces a bias of 40 points per play (out of 100), which is fairly

substantial.

Fourth, we observe that the presence of a DSS leads users to take

about 50% longer to complete each task. Previous work in decision-

making for other tasks also observed an increased completion time

(e.g., [26, 36, 37]).

We observed no statistically significant differences among par-

ticipants of different socio-demographics (gender, age, country, ed-

ucation, professional background) in terms of any of the dependent

variables studied (score, time to completion, or reliance).

A result that is somewhat unexpected is that participants, despite

apparently ignoring the low accuracy DSS, in many cases express

a moderate acceptance of it in the exit survey. Previous work has

found that awrong recommendation is less penalized if the final task

performance is not harmed [42], but in our case participants indeed

obtain a lower score with the low-accuracy DSS. This suggests that,

in practice, a malfunctioning DSS might not be detectable by users.
6

This can have severe consequences when deploying a DSS without

taking into account that its users might not be able to evaluate

correctly the quality of the recommendations or predictions.

7 LIMITATIONS AND FUTUREWORK
Decision-making processes in professional usage and/or in high-

stakes scenarios are different from those of inconsequential deci-

sions, such as the game we have designed. First, feedback is rarely

available immediately, and indeed the process of acquiring expertise

in some domains, such as criminal justice, involves to some extent

observing the consequences of decisions made years ago [21]. Sec-

ond, while we compensate economically participants for executing

their task, this is to encourage attentiveness, and not to simulate

a high-stakes situation. Third, different professional contexts in

which DSS are used (such as healthcare, human resources, criminal

justice) may encourage different practices with respect to the DSS;

they may also involve people with different backgrounds, including

varying degrees of numeracy and different levels of previous expe-

rience with algorithmic support. Considering this, we believe DSS

studies leading to domain-specific designs require domain-specific

experimentation. What we provide, in contrast, is a platform to

explore quantitatively user response to key aspects of a DSS at a

scale.

A further limitation is that while we release a platform in which

parameters can be varied by researchers, we do not provide mecha-

nisms to, for instance, predict the difficulty of a game. We provide

three test maps, and notice that varying some parameters of the

map generator and of the DSS probably requires experimentally

fine-tuning other parameters.We recommend doing this empirically

– as we have done in this paper – with a group of participants.

Future work. We offer an expressive platform that is useful for

various types of research; indeed, we encourage researchers to use

this platform and wemake freely available its source code. As future

work, we would like to consider situations that induce over-reliance

or under-reliance in the DSS. We would also like to study whether

6
This was humorously dubbed the “Functional Indeterminacy Theorem” by John Gall

[13].
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communicating the accuracy and confidence of the DSS, or using

other mechanisms for transparency or explainability can prevent

these situations, or lead to increased user performance. Another line

of research we would like to explore is the response of participants

to DSS failures, such as a sudden drop in accuracy, both in terms of

how they perform and how they perceive the system.

Ethics and data protection. Our research was approved by our

university’s Ethics Review Board, including a data protection as-

sessment.

Reproducibility. Our platform will be available as free software

with the camera-ready version of this paper.
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SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL
A TECHNOLOGY ACCEPTANCE SURVEY

QUESTIONS
The technology acceptance survey [20] contains the following ques-

tions:

(1) I am confident in the algorithm (DSS). I feel it works well.
(2) The outputs of the algorithm are very predictable.
(3) The tool is very reliable. I can count on it to be correct all the

time.
(4) I feel safe that when I rely on the algorithm I will get the right

answers.
(5) The algorithm is efficient in that it works very quickly.
(6) I am wary (suspicious/distrustful) of the algorithm.
(7) The app can perform the task better than a novice human user.
(8) I like using the system for decision making.

B SCORE DISTRIBUTION BY BIAS
CONDITION AND ENVIROMENT COST

These results complement the ones in §5.1 by comparing biased and

unbiased DSS per map and under different cost conditions: high

cost (HB vs HC, Figure 14) and low cost (LB vs LC, Figure 13).

Figure 13: Score comparison of biased (LB) and unbiased (LU)
DSS under a low cost condition.

Figure 14: Score comparison of biased (HB) and unbiased
(HU) DSS under a high cost condition.
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